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What's driving Citizenship-by-Investment
for Asia's Elite
Submitted by Dominic Volek

Asia now mints more new high net worth- and ultra-high net worth individuals than any other
part of the world.

T

he majority of the world’s
wealthy elite have traditionally
hailed from those parts of the
world with advanced Western
economies; most notably from
Europe and North America. This trend,
however, is shifting east as Asia now
mints more new high net worth- and
ultra-high net worth individuals than any
other part of the world.
At the end of 2015, there were 5.1 million
high net worth individuals (HNWIs) in
Asia Pacific with a combined wealth of
US$17.4 trillion(1).

A growing trend amongst these wealthy
individuals is the desire to obtain an
alternative or second citizenship. As
demand drives supply, the number of
Citizenship-by-Investment Programs
(CIPs) available to HNWIs and their
families has steadily increased over the
last few years and is expected to continue
to do so.
In exchange for a significant financial
contribution or investment to the
domestic economy, CIPs offer the world’s
wealthy elite with the opportunity
to obtain citizenship and in so doing,
provide them with something that is less
tangible and more desirable than any
material object – the ability to transcend
into a Global Citizen with access to all the
benefits which that affords.
There are a multitude of reasons why
wealthy people apply to these CIPs
including personal security, tax planning
and mobility.

In Asia, the primary motive behind obtaining a
second passport has been driven by the limited
‘travel-ability’ of the majority of Asia-domiciled
passports. The biggest market being motivated
by the ability to achieve greater mobility is
China, whose nationals hold a passport that
allows visa free access to just 50 countries
around the world. Other key markets whose
Nationals have limited visa free access include
Thailand (71), the Philippines (61), Indonesia
(58), Vietnam (47) and Bangladesh (39)(2).
HNWIs in these countries therefore look to
the CIPs in the Caribbean countries of Antigua
and Barbuda(3), Dominica, Grenada(4) and St. Kitts and
Nevis, amongst others, which provide wealthy foreign
nationals who invest into these countries with visa
free access to up to 134 countries including those in
the European Union (EU).
The CIPs in the Caribbean offer applicants the
opportunity to become citizens either by making a
contribution to a National Development Fund or by
investing into an approved real estate project. The
contribution amount can range from US $100,000
to US $250,000, while the minimum real estate
investment required ranges from US $200,000 to US
$400,000 depending on the country of application.
There is also government due diligence - and
processing fees in addition to this. Processing times
vary per country but typically range from three to six
months with limited to no physical presence required
in the country either during the application process or
once citizenship is obtained(5).
Beyond mobility and as more and more HNWI’s
surface around the Asian region, their need to ensure
financial safety by protecting their personal assets
and diversifying investments for themselves and their
families continues to be another driving factor for the
significant demand for these CIPs.
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The implementation of the Common
Reporting Standard (CRS) will require
jurisdictions to obtain information
from their financial institutions and
automatically exchange that information
with other jurisdictions on an annual
basis beginning in 2017 or 2018. This has
led to an increased focus on the security
of information aspect that CIPs can offer.
Although one’s citizenship does not
directly impact the automatic exchange
of information; the CRS is based on tax
residency, therefore the European CIPs
of Cyprus and Malta offer the highest
amount of flexibility to HNWIs, given
that they are within the EU and therefore
provide their citizens with the same
EU rights provided to all EU nationals
including legal, protection and settlement
rights throughout all 28 EU countries
and Switzerland – effectively providing
29 EU-based tax residency options and
therefore much greater comfort in terms
of the security and confidentiality of
information that will be shared.

Source: World Wealth Report 2016, Capgemini and RBC Wealth Management
Source: The Henley & Partners Visa Restrictions Index 2016
3)
Amongst the Caribbean programs, only citizens of Antigua and Barbuda enjoy visa-free access to Canada
4)
Amongst the Caribbean programs, only citizens of Grenada enjoy visa-free access to China
5)
Only Antigua and Barbuda requires new citizens to visit the country for at least 5 days in the first 5 years of obtaining citizenship. The other Caribbean countries do not require any physical presence at any
time.
6)
Other investment options include EURO 2 million into either a Cypriot Business, Alternative Investment Fund or Financial Assets of Cypriot enterprises or Cypriot organizations licensed by the SEC – in the case
of any of these options or a combination thereof, the applicant must own a permanent private residence in Cyprus of at least €500,000.
1)
2)
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The passports of Cyprus and Malta are
also very strong from a travel-ability
perspective, offering access to 159
and 168 countries respectively. For a
minimum investment of €2 million in
real estate(6), one can become a citizen
of Cyprus in just three months and have
access to all the benefits that Cypriot
citizenship has to offer. An application for
Maltese citizenship will require a capital
outlay of a minimum €880,000 for a
single applicant, which primarily consists
of a donation to the Malta government
but does also include a government bond
purchase of €150,000 and real estate
requirement to either purchase or lease
a property. This minimum amount for
Malta assumes the property lease option
and will increase incrementally as a
spouse and dependents are included in
the application. Processing time to obtain
a Maltese passport is approximately 14
months.
Beyond the desire for easier travel
and financial safety, the deteriorating
geopolitical climate and recent terror
attacks around the world has seen a

greater emphasis on physical safety and security
motivating HNWIs to explore CIPs in order to have
a safe haven to move to should local conditions
deteriorate further.
The surge in interest in CIPs from Asian-based HNWIs
reflects a combination of the growing wealth in these
emerging markets, as well as the evolving motivations
for HNWIs to further enhance their ability to become
Global Citizens.
Regardless of a HNWIs motivation for applying for a
second passport, other important points to consider
include geographic location, language, banking and
business environment as well as the reputation
of the country and the passport itself. The most
important criterion is that the citizenship be acquired
in accordance with the constitution and laws of the
issuing country.
One needs to be aware that in recent years these
CIPs have attracted all sorts of companies, agents,
real estate developers and others who have been
attracted by the success of these CIPs. Unfortunately,
not all of these companies apply best business
practice and therefore extreme care must be
exercised when selecting a company or choosing to
buy real estate under one of the CIPs.

In a move to improve public
understanding of the issues faced by both
clients and governments in the industry,
and to promote education and high
professional standards, the Investment
Migration Council (IMC) was founded in
October 2014 as a worldwide association
for Investor Migration and Citizenship-byInvestment. The IMC brings together the
leading stakeholders in the field and gives
the industry a voice.
Any HNWIs interested in pursuing a
CIP should therefore look to engage
reputable companies with a solid track
record that are members of the IMC to
ensure a successful outcome.
Submitted by:
Dominic Volek, Managing Partner Henley
& Partners, Head South East Asia
For more information his contacts are as
follows:
Email philippines@henleyglobal.com
Telephone +65 6438 7117
Internet www.henleyglobal.com

COMPANY NEWS

Shares 7 Useful Tips to Protect Your Finances!
Here are a few seemingly simple protective tips from Citi – but often serious
consequences arise when they are forgotten or ignored.
• NEVER SURRENDER YOUR CARD, PIN OR mobile SIM cards. For
your card protection, never give your Credit, Debit or ATM Card, PIN,
One-Time PIN/Password, mobile SIM card or even online username
account to anyone.
Remember, Citi® will not ask for these for any reason, even as part
of promotions, card upgrades or replacements. Surrendering any of
these will lead to fraudsters using your account. Please note that the
cardholder is liable for charges made on the card until the incident is
reported to CitiPhone.

• Regularly update your personal details. Provide your
latest and valid personal details to the bank to ensure
correct correspondence. Be sure to update your email
address and mobile number to be notified of transactions
that you did not make. This way you can call CitiPhone to
report it immediately.
• Keep all your bank-related documents secure. After
reading all your documents, keep them in a safe and
secure place.

• Safeguard your PINs. Do not share your ATM PINs, username,
password or other authentication credentials such as your One-Time
PIN (OTP) to anyone EVEN IF they claim to be a staff member of Citi® or
an officer of a regulatory body.

• Never sign on blank forms. Completely fill out and
review fields in any transactional document, (e.g. check)
and strike off any blank spaces to remove any room for
alteration.

• Set up account alerts. Register for Citi Alerts® to receive email or
SMS notifications on account activities such as bank account balances,
large purchases, or withdrawals. This allows early detection of
suspicious activities.

• Check your monthly statements and recent
transactions regularly. Should you find any discrepancies,
please call CitiPhone® at +63 2 995 9999
+63 2 995 9999.
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